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RULE 1: TEAM COMPOSITION

A Transactional Team (“Team”) 
consists of 2 attorney advocates.

Attorneys must be LSU Law 2Ls, 
3Ls, joint degree students, 

or LLM students.

(LLM students must have 
permission from Prof. Brooks 

and Prof. Moreteau to compete.)

Each Team will be assigned a 

side by the Board of Advocates 

after they register. A T-Team will 

always represent that side 

throughout the competition. 

Each Team will be assigned a 

team number by the Board of 

Advocates after they register. A 

T-Team must include their team 

number in all communications 

with the Board.

Each Team must inform the BOA 

of all scheduling conflicts at 

least 72 hours before the date of 

the 1st Preliminary Round. 

The BOA will accommodate conflicts 

where possible.

If a Team withdraws after the 
submission date of the Draft 

Agreement, or if it fails to 
appear for a negotiation match, 

and the BOA cannot 
accommodate such a conflict, 

that T-Team shall be considered 
to have forfeited the 

competition.  

Team members are warned that 

withdrawals and forfeits 

without good cause may result 

in restrictions on their further 

participation in Advocacy 

Programs competitions and 

programs.



RULE 2: THE AGREEMENT GENERALLY

At the center of the negotiations 

will be the draft Stock 

Contribution Agreement 

(“Agreement”) contemplated by 

the letter of intent. All Teams will 

be provided with a precedent 

form of the Agreement.

Teams are to assume that the 
parties have agreed to accept 

the form of agreement as 
drafted. It is based on a 

standard form of acquisition 
agreement, containing 

provisions you would expect to 
find in most transactions of this 

kind.

Both clients have stated that they 
want the lawyers to prepare a final 

form of Agreement with as few 
revisions to this form agreement 

as possible. Each has indicated 
that extensive changes to sections 

like the “Representations and 
Warranties,” “Covenants” or 

“Indemnification Procedures” are 
unnecessary.

Each Team is to make sure the final 
form of the Agreement reflects the 

agreements that have been reached 
in the letter of intent. There are 

several issues that are discussed in the 
letter of intent which have either not 

been addressed or have been 
addressed in an inconsistent way in the 

precedent form. Teams must identify 
these and propose new language.

Teams should be “surgical” in making 
proposed changes or additions to the 
precedent form. In other words, don’t 
make changes where doing so does 

not affect the client’s position in a 
significant way. 

However, the clients have also said that 
where a Team feels it is important to 

make changes or insert new language, 
they should feel free to do so.

Teams may identify further 

issues where the client’s 

position conflicts with or is not 

adequately addressed in the 

precedent form. Teams must 

identify these issues and make 

appropriate proposals to 

address these.



RULE 3: COMPETITION PART 1 – DRAFT AGREEMENT

Draft Agreement Version 2 (Redlined PDF Copy):

1. You must prepare a version of the Draft that shows all of the
changes you are proposing in your Draft from the precedent form
of Agreement. To create this “redline,” open the “Compare
Documents” function of WORD. This is generally found under the
“Track Changes” function under the “Tools” Tab.

2. In the box for “Original Document” select the file that contains the
precedent form of the Agreement. In the box for “Revised
Document” select the file that contains your “clean” version of the
Draft. Run the “compare” function and it should generate a third
document that indicates all differences between the precedent
form and your revised Agreement (showing both insertions and
deletions).

3. The document should be named and saved as “Redline Team
[your number].doc (or .docx).” 4. Other than your team number
and your client’s name, your document must not contain any other
identifying information.

4. Now re-save a copy of the document as a PDF file. Make sure you
check to be sure that the formatting, redlining, and other
appearance of the Draft are as you wish them to be. This is the
“redlined” version of your Draft.

Draft Agreement Version 1 (Clean Word Copy):

1. Make a copy of the precedent form of Agreement as a WORD
document. The document should be named and saved as
“Clean Team [your number].doc (or .docx).”

2. Create a “Header” for your document so that in the upper
right corner of each page of your Draft the following will
appear as follows: Team [your number] Your client’s name
(Volt or BGI)

3. Make sure you are including page numbers in the footer of
your document.

4. Other than your team number and your client’s name, your
document must not contain any other identifying information.

5. Make your proposed changes to the form of the Agreement.

6. Save this version of the Draft as a WORD document only!

Each Team will be required to submit 2 versions of the Draft Agreement by 5:00 pm on January 27, 2020.



RULE 4: COMPETITION PART 2 – THE RESPONSIVE MARK-UP

Generally in a transaction, one 

side prepares the first draft of a 

document and then sends it to 

the other side for mark-up and 

comments. In this way, a single 

document is created that 

displays the “bid” and the “ask” 

for the ensuing discussions.

After the initial draft agreements 

are submitted, teams will be 

assigned a draft document from 

one of the two teams that they 

will encounter during 

negotiations in the preliminary 

rounds to mark-up.

Before making counter-

proposals, turn on Word’s “Track 

Changes” feature or other 

compatible redlining software. 

You may also use “Comments” in 

Word to provide your opposing 

side your thoughts.

The same rules about 

“surgical” choices for the Draft 

Agreement section apply here. 

Simply marking up the opposing 

Team’s draft to look like your 

original Draft is generally not an 

effective choice.

To submit, save your version as a 

PDF file showing your tracked 

changes. 

The Responsive Mark-Up is due 

by 5:00 pm on February 5, 

2020.

Each Team should copy the draft 

document it was assigned to 

mark up and rename it as “Team 

[your number] Mark-up of 

Team [opposing Team’s 

number].doc (or .docx).” 

(For example: 

Team 83 Mark-Up of Team 25.)



RULE 5: COMPETITION PART 3 – NEGOTIATION ROUNDS

The negotiations will consist of 

two preliminary rounds and a 

final round. The subject of 

discussion during each round 

will be the responsive mark-up.

Each round should be treated as a 

separate negotiation; teams 

must not assume that any 

discussions had in any prior round 

will continue to be relevant to a 

new session. You will, however, 

learn facts about the other side 

and its objectives that you can 

carry over to the next session.

Each round will last approximately an
hour and a half and is divided into the
following parts, in order:

 50 minutes: Negotiations between
teams

 15 minutes – Wrap-up discussions
between first team and judges

 15 minutes – Wrap-up discussions
between second team and judges

 10 minutes – Scoring by judges

So far as possible, each 
negotiation will be before a panel 

of two (2) judges.  Negotiation 
judges will consist of local judges, 
attorneys, and/or faculty members. 

Current Board of Advocates 
members may sit as judges in the 
preliminary rounds in extenuating 

circumstances. 

The sole function of the judge is to 

observe and evaluate the teams. 

Judges are not allowed to ask or 

respond to any questions during 

the 50-minute negotiation, and 

they have no authority to make 

any decisions during the course of 

any Transactional Competition 

round

All teams will be provided with copies 
of all teams’ draft agreements and 

responsive mark-ups.

However, the subject of a round will 
be the draft agreements and 

responsive mark-ups of the two teams 
in that particular round, even if the 
teams did not mark up each other’s 
specific draft agreements during the 

mark-up process.



RULE 6: NEGOTIATION ROUNDS, CONTINUED

Given the time constraints of 

the discussion/negotiation 

period, Teams may not 

complete their discussions with 

the opposing Team.  This is 

expected.

The purpose of the Wrap-Up 
Discussion portion of each 

Round is to provide each Team an 
opportunity to explain where they 
saw the discussion heading and to 
articulate for the Judges how the 

choices they had made to that 
point would serve to lead the 
discussion in the directions 

identified..

The Wrap-Up Discussion is the 

opportunity for the Teams (1) to 

be reflective regarding the 

discussion they just held and (2) 

to elaborate their thinking on 

strategy, tactics, and solutions 

for the Judges.

During the Wrap-Up Discussion, 

Judges will provide feedback 

regarding each Team’s 

performance. 

They will not discuss their scoring.  

Rather, they will provide general 

commentary and advice regarding 

a Team’s performance.

In the event there is an uneven 
number of teams, the Board of 
Advocates will solicit and select 
volunteer teams to participate in 
an additional preliminary round 

negotiation.  Those teams 
participating in a third preliminary 
round will have the opportunity to 
drop the lowest negotiation round 

score of their three rounds.

Teams should note that the 

wrap-up discussion will be 

considered by the judges for 

scoring purposes



RULE 7: SCORING OF DRAFTS & MARK-UPS

Each team’s draft agreement 

and responsive mark-up will be 

evaluated by members of a 3-

member scoring committee. 

Judges are asked to evaluate 

the Drafts and Mark-ups as if 

they were reviewing the work-

product of one of their 

associates in preparation for 

sending a draft to a client or a 

mark-up to an opposing 

counsel.  

The scoring criteria for the Draft Agreement include: 

 The Draft is free from typographical and grammatical errors and has
the appearance of a careful and well-crafted work product?

 Do the choices made in preparing the Draft indicate an
understanding of the issues involved?

 Does the language used in preparing the Draft indicate use of and a
familiarity with the pertinent precedents?

 Do the provisions proposed in the Draft reflect a thoughtful
approach to the issues that must be resolved in the upcoming
negotiation consistent with the client’s goals?

The scoring criteria for the Responsive Mark-Up include: 

 The Mark-Up is free from typographical and grammatical errors and 
has the appearance of a careful and well-crafted work product? 

 Do the choices made in preparing the Mark-Up indicate an 
understanding of the issues involved? 

 Does the language used in preparing the Mark- Up indicate use of 
and a familiarity with the pertinent precedents? 

 Do the provisions proposed in the Mark-Up reflect a thoughtful 
approach to the issues that must be resolved in the upcoming 
negotiation consistent with the client’s goals? 

The highest score for the Draft 

Agreement is a 40, and the 

highest score for the Responsive 

Mark-Up is a 40. 



RULE 8: SCORING OF NEGOTIATION ROUNDS

For negotiations, judges will be provided with 

detailed guidelines by the Board of Advocates on 

proper scoring procedures and expectations. 

Judges are encouraged to make their own decisions 

in completing the scoring rubric without conferring 

with their fellow judges on the panel about the merits 

of the competitor’s performance.

For each criterion, judges can award a team member a score between 1 (weak) and 10 (strong), 
for a total of 30 points per judge per competitor. 

Thus, the highest cumulative team score available for the negotiation rounds is a 60. 

During each negotiation, judges will evaluate each individual team member on three criteria: 

 “Professional Demeanor” measures the team member’s ability to inspire confidence from a client, respect from the 

other side, articulateness, and professionalism. 

 “Understanding” measures the sophistication of the team member’s understanding of the objectives and issues. 

 “Effectiveness” measures the team member’s success in achieving the objectives of its client.



RULE 9: ADVANCEMENT AND AWARDS

The team with the highest Team 

Score for each client side

will advance into the Final 

Round. 

The Team Score is the sum of:

 A team’s Draft Agreement Score
(maximum of 40 points),

 A team’s Responsive Mark-Up Score
(maximum of 40 points), and

 An average of a team’s two
preliminary negotiation rounds
(maximum of 60 points in each
negotiation round.

In the Final Round, the two teams go
head-to-head, and the team with the
higher Final Round Team Score will win the
Final Round.

The Final Round Team Score is the sum of
(a) a team’s Draft Agreement Score
(maximum of 40 points), (b) a team’s
Responsive Mark-Up Score (maximum of
40 points), and the team’s oral score from
the Final Round Negotiation only
(maximum of 60 points)

Awards shall be given for:

 Best Contract (the combined

score of Draft Agreement

and Markup)

 Best Team (winner of Final

Round)

Scouting is banned. No 
participant may attend a 

negotiation other than the 
round(s) in which he/she 
participates. Non-team 

members and guests are not
permitted in any preliminary 

round. Anyone may attend the 
Final Round.

A tie shall be a precisely equal score to the
second decimal place (the hundredths place). In
the case of a tie, a team will advance to later
rounds based on the following criteria:

 the highest drafting agreement score; if a tie
remains, then,

 the highest responsive mark-up score; if a tie
remains, then,

 the highest combined negotiation score; if a
tie remains, then,

 a coin flip, to be executed by a designated
representative of the Board of Advocates



RULE 9: OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE

Teams may submit questions 

about these rules or for 

clarifications of facts contained 

the Case File via email to 

advocacyprogram@lsu.edu. All 

responses will be sent to and 

will bind all teams.

Teams cannot consult with or receive 
any assistance from anyone outside 

their own team members in 
researching, writing, or editing their 

draft agreement or responsive mark-up, 
or in preparing for their negotiations.

This includes, but is not limited to, other 
students, professors (including non-law 

professors at other units of LSU, 
including the MBA school), lawyers, 

and judges.  

Subject to these restrictions on outside assistance, the Transactional Competition is an open packet

competition, and the teams can consult any resource in developing their independent work product. The

Board of Advocates recommends the following resources:

 Students can review Bloomberg Law’s resources page here:

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/secondary_page/lawmeets

 In addition, an excellent and highly readable book on structuring and negotiating acquisition agreements

is Christopher Harrison’s Make The Deal, available on reserve in the Law Library.

Students may utilize the 

assistance of the librarians of 

the LSU Law Library for 

generalized questions about 

legal research only (e.g.; how to 

access a particular legal 

research database, the location 

of a published work, etc.).

mailto:advocacyprogram@lsu.edu
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/secondary_page/lawmeets

